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design patterns, architectural patterns - nyu - 6 11 design patterns a design pattern provides a scheme for
refining the subsystems or components of a software system, or the relation ships between them. java/j2ee job
interview companion - international jobs - 4 application? 9. how would you go about applying the uml
diagrams in your java/j2ee project? 10. how would you go about describing the software development processes
you are familiar with? effective aggregate design part i: modeling a single aggregate - as a result, product was
first modeled as a very large ag-gregate . the root object, product , held all backlog item , all release , and all sprint
instances associated chapter 2: data representation and data reduction - database systems group objects carry
information Ã¢Â€Â¢ objects and attributes  entity-relationship diagram (er)  uml class diagram
 data tables (relational model)
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